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Abstract 

For applications requiring linkability and anonymity, researchers have proposed linkable ring 

signature schemes by adding linkability to the ring signature scheme. However, linkability may cause a 

traceability problem, damaging anonymity. To remove this flaw, weak linkable ring signature schemes 

provide only one-out-n anonymity to protect the actual signer’s identity privacy, where n is the number of 

ring members. However, messages may reveal related information about who the actual signer is. 

Therefore, this study proposes a strong designated-verifier, weak linkable ring signcryption scheme. This 

new scheme can hide the actual signer among all possible users so that the actual signer’s identity privacy 

enjoys the strongest protection. The confidentiality of this approach achieves indistinguishable secrecy 

against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks in the random oracle model. Finally, this study provides a 

security proof of the proposed scheme. 
Keywords: One-out-of-all signer anonymity, ring signcryption, strong designated 
verifier, weak link 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rivest et al. [1] first proposed ring signature schemes to provide one-out-of-n 
signer anonymity, where n is the number of possible signers. In their scheme, the 
actual signer first randomly chooses n-1 members and generates ring signatures so 
that the ring signature may be generated by any member or the real signer. This ring 
signature scheme provides one-out-of-n signer anonymity for any user. Since that time, 
researchers have proposed several other ring signature schemes [2-8]. 

Liu et al. [9] created the linkable ring signature scheme by adding the linkability 
property to the ring signature scheme. Using the linkability property, the verifier is 
able to check whether any two different ring signatures are generated by the same 
actual signer. Thus, the linkable ring signature scheme is suitable for applications such 
as electronic voting, which requires anonymity and linkability properties at the same 
time. 

However, this linkability property may cause a traceability problem and damage 
the one-out-of-n signer anonymity property when the actual signer always generates 
linkable ring signatures on different applications. An adversary can cluster all the 
linkable ring signatures to determine the actual signer’s behavior. Because the 
behavior may be traceable, the weak-linkability property [10] was proposed. Using the 
weak-linkability property, the actual signer generates ring signatures with or without 
linkability. Therefore, the weak-linkability property can protect one-out-of-n signer 
anonymity. 

To specify the verifiers of ring signatures, researchers have proposed strong 
designated-verifier ring signature schemes [11, 12]. With the strong designated-verifier 
property, only the designated verifier can validate designated verifier ring signatures. 
Even though the designated verifier may have the ability to generate ring signatures, 
these schemes provide only the one-out-of-(n+1) signer anonymity property. To 
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enhance signer anonymity, Hwang and Cheng [13] proposed a strong 
designated-verifier ring signature scheme with one-out-of-all signer anonymity 
property for anyone except the designed verifiers. One-out-of-all signer anonymity 
means anyone may generate a strong designated-verifier ring signature, so the actual 
signer identity privacy enjoys the strongest protection. 

 

1.1 Strong Designated-Verifier, Weak Linkable Ring Signcryption Scheme 

The signcryption scheme [14] provides an efficient way to generate signature and 
ciphertext simultaneously. Inspired by the signcryption scheme, some ring 
signcryption schemes [15-20] seek to avoid the problem that messages reveal 
information about actual signers. Unfortunately, these schemes are insecure [21]. 
Other studies [22, 23] have proposed designated-verifier ring signcryption schemes. 
Although these schemes provide confidentiality, they only offer one-out-of-n signer 
anonymity to protect signer identity. Therefore, this study proposes a strong 
designated-verifier, weak linkable ring signcryption (SDV-WLRSC) scheme. The 
SDV-WLRSC scheme uses the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm to generate 
the strong designated-verifier, weak linkable (SDV-WL) ring signcryptext and uses 
the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm to decrypt and validate the SDV-WL 
ring signcryptext. 

The SDV-WLRSC scheme should satisfy the following seven security properties. 
Correctness: If the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm generates the 

SDV-WL ring signcryptext, then the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm 
always accepts this SDV-WLR ring signcryptext and recovers the original 
message. 

Confidentiality: Only the designated verifier can know the actual message sent by an 
unknown actual signer in the ring. 

Strong Designated Verifier: Only the designated verifier can decrypt and validate 
SDV-WL ring signcryptexts. 

One-out-of-n Signer Anonymity: Aside from the actual signer, only the designated 
verifier can determine that the actual signer of a given SDV-WL ring signcryptext 
may be someone among the ring members. 

One-out-of-all Signer Anonymity: Aside from the actual signer and the designated 
verifier, no one can identify the actual singer of a given SDV-WL ring 
signcryptext among all possible legal users. 

Unforgeability: No one can forge SDV-WL ring signcryptexts generated by the actual 
signer. 

Weak linkability: Any actual signer can generate SDV-WL ring signcryptexts with 
different linkable tags. 

1.2 Contribution of This Study 

This study proposes a SDV-WLRSC scheme with “one-out-of-all” signer 
anonymity to promote signer anonymity to “one-out-of-all” and remove traceability. 
The proposed scheme satisfies seven security properties: correctness, confidentiality, 
strong designated verifier, one-out-of-n signer anonymity for designated verifiers, 
one-out-of-all signer anonymity, unforgeability, and weak linkability. 

The following section defines the formal model of the SDV-WLRSC scheme and 
gives the underlying security assumptions. Section 3 describes the SDV-WLRSC 
scheme. Section 4 provides the security proofs of the SDV-WLRSC scheme. Section 5 
presents performance analysis and discussions. Section 6 offers conclusions. 

2. FORMAL MODEL AND SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS 
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The SDV-WLRSC scheme consists of five algorithms: Setup, 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt, Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt, Signcryption- 
Transcript-Simulation, and Linkable-Ver algorithms. 
Setup(l) 

The Setup algorithm outputs the public system parameters, public hash functions, 
and public symmetric encryption and decryption functions on the security parameter l. 
The user UA also utilizes Setup algorithm to construct certificated private and public 
key pairs (SKA, PKA). 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt (system parameters, m, L, PKv, SKs) (c) 

Based on system parameters, the message m, the ring member’s public key list L, 
the designated verifier’s public key PKv, and the actual signer’s private key SKs, the 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm outputs SDV-WL ring signcryptext c for the 
message m. 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt Algorithm (system parameters, c, L, 
SKv)(“accept” and messages/ “reject”). 

Based on system parameters, the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c, the ring 
member’s public key list L, and the designated verifier’s private key SKv, this 
algorithm validates the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c. If c is legal, the algorithm 
returns “accept” and the decrypted message; otherwise, it returns “reject.” 

 
Signcryption Transcript Simulation Algorithm (system parameters, m, L, SKi, 
PKv)(c). 

Based on input consisting of system parameters, the ring member’s public key 
list L, anyone’s private key SKi, and the designated verifier’s public key PKv, the 
Signcryption Transcript Simulation Algorithm outputs the forgeable SDV-WLRSC c 
for the message m. 

 
Linkable-Ver(c1, c2) (“link”/ “unlink”) 

Given two SDV-WL ring signcryptexts c1 and c2, only the designated verifier can 
decrypt and verify whether the same actual signer generated two SDV-WL ring 
signcryptexts. If the same signer generates two SDV-WL ring signcryptexts, the 
algorithm outputs “link”; if not, it outputs “unlink.” 

The underlying security assumptions of this approach include the Decision 
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem and assumption and Computational Diffie-Hellman 
(CDH) problem and assumption. The DDH and CDH problems are defined before the 
two security assumptions. The parameters p and q denote two large primes with q|(p-1) 
and the parameter gZp* denotes the generator with order q. 

 
DDH Problem 

Given the instance (ga mod p, gb mod p, gc mod p), determine whether abc (mod 
q), where a, b, and c are unknown integers in Zq*. 
 
CDH Problem 

Given the instance (ga mod p, gb mod p), compute gab mod p, where a and b are 
unknown integers in Zq*. 

The DDH assumption is that no polynomial-time probabilistic algorithm solves 
the DDH problem with non-negligible probability. The CDH assumption is that no 
polynomial-time probabilistic algorithm solves the CDH problem with non-negligible 
probability. 

3. OUR CONCRETE SDV-WLRSC SCHEME 
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The five algorithms in the SDV-WLRSC scheme are described below. 
Setup Algorithm 

On the security parameter l, the Setup algorithm outputs the global public 
parameters, the public hash functions, and the symmetric cryptosystems. The system 
parameters are two large primes p and q with q|(p-1) and the generator gZp

* with 
order q. The Setup algorithm also constructs four public hash functions. One is the 
function hq mapping from {0, 1}* to <g>= {g1, g2, …, gq}, two are the functions h and 
h' mapping from {0, 1}* to Zq*, and one is the function hk mapping form {0, 1}* to 
{0, 1}l’, where l' is a key length parameter derived from l. The public symmetric 
encryption function is Ek(), and the public symmetric decryption function is Dk(), 
where k is the symmetric secret key. User Ui randomly chooses a private key xiZq* 
and computes the certified public key yi= gxi

 mod p. 
 

Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt Algorithm 
Suppose that an actual signer Us wants to generate SDV-WL ring signcryptext c 

on some message m to the designated verifier Uv. Without losing generality, the actual 
signer Us first specifies the ring {U1, U2, …, Un} such that Us{U1, U2, …, Un} and 
Uv{U1, U2, …, Un}, where 1  s  n. To generate SDV-WL ring signcryptext, User 
Us performs the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm described as follows. 

 
Step 1: Decide whether or not the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c is linkable for the 

same designated verifier Uv.  If c is not linkable, choose two random integers 
x and x'Zq*, compute X = gx mod p, X' = gx' mod p, and two temporary 
public keys y0 = (yv)

x mod p and y'0 = (yv)
x' mod p, and store (x, x', X, X', y0, 

y'0) until the linkable tag (X, X') is useless; otherwise, reuse the generated (x, 
x', X, X', y0, y'0) for the same designated verifier Uv. 

Step 2: Generate ke||km = hk(y0'||X'). 
Step 3: Compute G = hq(y0||y1||y2||…||yn) and the partial linkable tag Y = Gxs mod p. 
Step 4: Choose a random integer rZq

* and n random integers siZq
* for i= 0, 1, …, n 

but i s. 
Step 5: Compute Cs+1 = h(m||gr mod p||Gr mod p), 

Cs+2 = h(m||gss+1ys+1
Cs+1 mod p||Gss+1YCs+1 mod p), 

… , 
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p), 
C0 = h(m||gsnyn

Cn mod p||GsnYCn mod p), 
C1 = h(m||gs0y0

C0 mod p||Gs0YC0 mod p), 
… , 
Cs-1 = h(m||gss-2ys-2

Cs-2 mod p||Gss-2YCs-2 mod p), and 
Cs = h(m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p). 
Then, compute ss = r- xsCs mod q. 

Step 6: Obtain the signcryptext T = Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), 
C0, L, Y, X, X')), where L = y1||y2||…||yn. 

Step 7: Output the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c = (T, L, X, X'), where the linkable tag 
consists of X and Y. 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt Algorithm 

On the received SDV-WL ring signcryptext c = (T, L, X, X'), the designated 
verifier Uv decrypts and validates c by performing the following algorithm. 

 
Step 1: Compute the temporary public key y0 = Xxv mod p and G = hq(y0||y1||…||yn). 
Step 2: Compute another temporary public key y0' = X'xv mod p and ke||km = hk(y0'||X'). 
Step 3: Recover (m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H) = Dke(T). 
Step 4: Check whether H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'). If H  h'(km, m, (s0, 

s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), stop. 
Step 5: Compute C1 = h(m||gs0y0

C0 mod p ||Gs0YC0 mod p), 
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C2 = h(m||gs1y1
C1 mod p ||Gs1YC1 mod p), 

… 
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p ||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p), and 
C0' = h(m||gsnyn

Cn||GsnYCn). 
Then, check whether C0' = C0. If C0'  C0, output “reject;” otherwise, output 
the message m and “accept.” 

Signcryption Transcript Simulation Algorithm 
Suppose that anyone Ui{U1, U2, …, Un} wants to forge a SDV-WL ring 

signcryptext c on some message m such that the forged c is seemingly generated by 
any of the ring members in the ring {U1, U2, …, Un}. User Ui performs the 
Signcryption Transcript Simulation algorithm for the forgery. 
Step 1: Decide whether or not the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c is linkable for the 

same designated verifier Uv.  If c is not linkable, choose two random integers 
x and x'Zq*, compute X = gx mod p, X' = gx' mod p, and two temporary 
public keys y0 = (yv)

xi mod p and y'0 = (yv)
x' mod p, and store (x, x', X, X', y0, 

y'0); otherwise, reuse the generated (x, x', X, X', y0, y'0) for the same 
designated verifier Uv. 

Step 2: Compute a ke||km = hk(y0'||X'). 
Step 3: Compute G = hq(y0||y1||y2||…||yn) and Y = Gxxi mod p. 
Step 4: Choose a random integer rZq

* and n random integers siZq
* for i= 1, 2, …, n. 

Step 5: Compute 
C1 = h(m||gr mod p ||Gr mod p),  
C2 = h(m||gs1y1

C1 mod p ||Gs1YC1 mod p), 
… ,  
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p ||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p), and 
C0 = h(m||gsnyn

Cn mod p ||GsnYCn mod p). 
Then, compute s0 = r-(xxi)C0 mod q. 

Step 6: Obtain T= Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X')). 
Step 7: Output the forged SDV-WL ring signcryptext c = (T, L, X, X'). 
 
Linkable-Ver Algorithm 

After receiving two SDV-WL ring signcryptexts c1 = (T1, L, X1, X'1) and c2 = (T2, 
L, X2, X'2), only the designated verifier Uv can determine whether c1 and c2 are 
generated by the same ring member using the algorithm described as follows. 
Step 1: Verify c1 and c2 by first running the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt 

Algorithm. If c1 or c2 is illegal, stop. 
Step 2: Check whether Y1 = Y2 and X1 = X2, where Yi is the partial linkable tag 

decrypted from Ti. If Y1 = Y2 and X1 = X2, then c1 and c2 are generated by the 
same signer; otherwise, they may be generated by distinct signers. 

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

The proposed SDV-WLRSC scheme satisfies seven security properties: 
correctness, confidentiality, strong designated verifiers, one-out-of-n signer anonymity, 
one-out-of-all signer anonymity, unforgeability, and weak linkability properties. 
Before giving the proofs, the following discussion uses a game to illustrate 
SDV-WLRSC security properties and prove its confidentiality. 

 
IND-CCA2 Game 

If any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A wins this indistinguishable 
confidentiality against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) game only 
with a negligible probability, then the SDV-WLRSC scheme is secure against 
IND-CCA2. 
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The IND-CCA2 game contains four phases: setup, collecting, challenge, and 
guess. In the setup phase, the Setup algorithm outputs the system parameters p, q, and 
g, and four hash functions hq, h, h', and hk after taking the security parameter l. The 
Setup algorithm also chooses the symmetric encryption/decryption functions E and D. 
Adversary A obtains these public parameters and functions. Suppose that the ring 
consists of n users, U1, U2, …, and Un, and the designated verifier is UV. The 
challenger randomly constructs Ui’s private key xi and Ui’s public key yi, for i= 1, 2, 
3, …, n, and v. The adversary is not allowed to obtain the private key of any ring 
members. 

In the collecting phase, Adversary A can query the hash, signcrypt, and 
unsigncrypt oracles in polynomial-bounded times. 
Hash Query: Adversary A queries four hash oracles h, h', hq, and hk to generate the 

corresponding hash digests. 
Signcrypt Query: Adversary A queries the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle to 

collect SDV-WL ring signcryptexts on the ring public key list L= y1||y2||…||yn, 
the messages, the actual signer public key ys, and the designated verifier public 
key yv. 

Unsigncrypt Query:  Adversary A queries the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt 
oracle to collect some message m on the ring public key list L= y1||y2||…||yn, the 
SDV-WL ring signcryptext c, and the designated verifier public key yv. 

 
In the challenge phase, Adversary A chooses and sends the challenger two 

messages m0 and m1 of the same length, the ring public key list L= y1||y2||…||yn, and 
the designated verifier public key yv. The challenger then randomly uses m0 or m1 to 
construct the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c and sends c back to Adversary A.  

In the guess phase, after receiving c, Adversary A guesses that the SDV-WL ring 
signcryptext c is generated on m0 or m1. Adversary A wins this game if the correct 
message used to generate c is discovered with a non-negligible advantage over 1/2. 

The EF-CMA game described is the following is used to prove unforgeability. 
 

EF-CMA Game 
If any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A wins the existential forgery 

adopting chosen message attacks (EF-CMA) game with only a negligible probability, 
then the SDV-WLRSC scheme is secure against EF-CMA. 

In the EF-CMA game, the Setup algorithm outputs the system parameters p, q, 
and g, and four hash functions hq, h, h', and hk after taking the security parameter l. 
Adversary A obtains these public parameters and functions. Suppose that the ring 
consists of n users: U1, U2, …, Un. The designated verifier is UV. The challenger 
randomly constructs Ui’s private key xi and Ui’s public key yi, for i = 1, 2, …, n, and v. 
The adversary is not allowed to obtain the private keys of any users. 

The EF-CMA game includes two phases: collecting and forging phases. In the 
collecting phase, Adversary A can query the hash and sign oracles in 
polynomial-bounded times. 

 
Hash Query: An adversary queries three hash oracles h, hq, and hk to generate 

corresponding hash digests. 
Signcrypt Query: Adversary queries the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle to 

collect some SDV-WL ring signcryptexts on the ring public key list L= 
y1||y2||…||yn, the message m, the actual signer public key ys, and the designated 
verifier public key yv. 

After collecting (m, c) in the forging phase, Adversary A forges a SDV-WL ring 
signcryptext c' on the message m', where the message m' is never used to query the 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle. Adversary A wins this game if the c' is 
accepted by the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm with a non-negligible 
probability. 
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WL-EF-CMA Game 

No probabilistic polynomial-time Adversary A wins the following weak 
linkability and existential forgery with chosen message attacks (WL-EF-CMA) game 
with a non-negligible probability. 

The Setup algorithm also generates the system parameters p, q, and g, and 
generates the public hash function and symmetric encryption and decryption functions 
on the security parameter l. Adversary A obtains these public parameters and functions. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that the ring consists of n users: U1, U2, …, Un. 
Each user Ui has a private key xi and a public key yi = gxi mod p. 

The WL-EF-CMA game includes two phases: collecting and forging phases. In 
the collecting phase, Adversary A queries the hash and sign oracles in 
polynomial-bounded times. 

 
Hash Query: Adversary A queries three hash oracles h, hq, and hk to generate 

corresponding hash digests. 
Signcrypt Query: Adversary A queries the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle to 

collect some SDV-WL ring signcryptexts on the ring public key list L= 
y1||y2||…||yn, the chosen message m, the actual signer public key ys, and the 
designated verifier public key yv. 

After collecting (m, c) in the forging phase, Adversary A forges a SDV-WL ring 
signcryptext c' on the message m' on behalf of the actual signer Us, where the message 
m' is not used to query the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle. Adversary A wins 
this game if the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm accepts the c' with a 
non-negligible probability. 

The formal proofs for those security properties are given below. Theorem 1 
proves the correctness property.  
Theorem 1 (Correctness Proof):  

The SDV-WL ring signcryptexts generated by the 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm are always accepted by the 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm. 
Proof of Theorem 1: 

The correctness proof includes three parts. One is the correctness of y0 and G, 
one is the correctness of y0' and ke||km, and one is the correctness of the ring 
verification equation. 

1. Correctness of y'0 and ke||km: Since y0' = (yv)
x' mod p = (X')xv mod p = gx'xv 

mod p, the designated-verifier recovers the correct temporary public key y0'. Using the 
correct y0', ke||km = hk(y'0||X') is also correctly recovered. 

2. Correctness of y0 and G: Since y0 = (yv)
x mod p = (X)xv mod p = gxxv mod p, 

the designated-verifier can recover the correct temporary public key y0. Using the 
correct temporary public key y0, the parameter G = hq(y0||y1||y2||…||yn) is also 
correctly recovered. 

3. Correctness of the ring verification equations: Since Y = Gxs mod p and ss = 
r-xsCs mod q, the equations GssYCs  Gr (mod p) and gssy0

Cs  gr (mod p) hold. The 
ring verification equations are then computed as follows: 

C1 = h(m||gs0y0
C0 mod p||Gs0YC0 mod p), 

C2 = h(m||gs1y1
C1 mod p||Gs1YC1 mod p), 

…, 
Cs+1= h(m||gr mod p||Gr mod p) = h(m||gssys

Cs mod p ||GssYCs mod p) , 
… , 
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p), and 
C 0 '= h(m||gsnyn

Cn mod p ||GsnYCn mod p). 
Therefore, the received C0 in the proposed SDV-WLRSC scheme should be the same 
as the recovered C 0 ' and all the linkable ring verification equations should hold. 

Due to the correctness of the temporary public key y0, y0' and ke||km, the 
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parameter G, and the linkable ring verification equation, the 
Weak-Link-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm always accepts the SDV-WLRSCs generated 
by the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm. 

Theorem 2 shows that no one wins the IND-CCA2 game with a non-negligible 
advantage more than 1/2, so the proposed scheme satisfies the confidentiality 
property. 

 
Theorem 2 (Confidentiality)  

The SDV-WLRSC scheme satisfies IND-CCA2 based on the difficulty of the 
DDH problem in the random oracle model. 
Proof of Theorem 2: 

Suppose that Adversary A wins the IND-CCA2 game with a non-negligible 
advantage  over 1/2. Adversary A can then be used to design the DDHP- algorithm 
to solve the DDH problem. Consider the DDH problem instance (ga mod p, gb mod p, 
and gd mod p). In the setup phase, the DDHP- algorithm first generates the user Ui’s 
public key yi = gxi mod p with a randomly chosen xiZq* for i= 1, 2, 3, …, n, and sets 
the designated verifier’s public key yv = gb

 mod p. The DDHP- algorithm sends 
Adversary A all public keys. 

The following discussion describes the four hash oracles, hq, h, h', and hk oracles, 
the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracles, and the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt 
oracle in the IND-CCA2 game. 

 
Hash Oracles: 
(y'0||X')-hk query: The hash oracle hk first checks its local list LHK. In the collecting 

phase, if this query never occurs, the oracle hk chooses a digest ke||km with bit 
length l' and stores ((y'0||X'), ke||km) in its LHK; otherwise, it outputs the ke||km 
found in LHK. In the guess phase, if the query about (y'0||X') never occurs, the 
oracle hk outputs the parameter ke||km and stores ((y'0||X'), ke||km, ?) in its LHK; 
otherwise, the game aborts. 

(yo||y1||…||yn)-hq query: The hash oracle hq first checks its local list LHQ. If this 
query never occurs with either partial matched (?||y1||…||yn) or fully matched 
(yo||y1||…||yn), the oracle hq chooses a random integer G<g> and stores 
((y0||y1||…||yn), ?, G) in its LHQ; otherwise, it outputs the G found in LHQ. 

((si, Ci, m, yi/?, G, Y), X)-h query: The hash oracle h first checks its local list LH. If 
no record exists with fully matched (si, Ci, m, yi, G, Y) or partial matched ((s0, 
C0, m, ?, G, Y), X), the oracle outputs a random integer Ci+1Zq* and stores ((si, 
Ci, m, yi, G, Y), X, Ci+1) or ((s0, C0, m, ?, G, Y), X, C1) into LH; otherwise, it 
outputs the Ci+1 found in LH. If the record found in LH is ((s0, C0, m, ?, G, Y), X, 
C1) and the query input is (s0, C0, m, y0, G, Y), then the oracle replaces ((s0, C0, 
m, ?, G, Y), C1) with ((s0, C0, m, y0, G, Y), X, C1) in LH. 

((km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), H)-h' query: The hash oracle h' first checks its 
local list LHB. If no record exists, the oracle outputs a random integer HZq* 
and stores (km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X', H) into LHB; otherwise, it 
outputs the H found in LHB. 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt Oracle: 

To generate SDV-WL ring signcryptext c for a message m chosen by Adversary 
A in the collecting and guess phases, the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle is the 
same as the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm in that it randomly chooses an 
actual signer Us among {U1, U2, …, Un}. 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt Oracle: 

To decrypt SDV-WLRSC c = (T, L= y1||y2||…||yn, X, X') for the designated 
verifier yv given by Adversary A in the collecting and guess phases, the 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt oracle is described below. 
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Step 1: Query the hash oracle hk by giving (?||X').  If some record ((y'0||X'), ke||km) 
with the partial matched X' is found in its local list LHK, then obtain the keys 
ke||km. Recover (m, (s0, s1,…, sn),C0, Y, H)= Dke(T) and check whether H = 
h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'). If H  h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, 
X, X'), output “reject” and stop. Since the keys ke||km are found in the local list 
LHK of hk and H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), then (T, L, X, X') 
was either decrypted by the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt oracle as legal 
or was generated by using the  Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm. 
Therefore, output “accept” and the message m. If no matched record exists in 
LHK, then continue this procedure. 

Step 2: Choose the random keys ke||km and write ((?||X'), ke||km) into LHK and obtain 
(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H) = Dke(T). Check whether the input (km, m, (s0, 
s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X') queried the h' oracle previously. If (km, m, (s0, 
s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X') queried the h' oracle but the queried digest is not the 
same as H, then output “reject” and stop. Otherwise, write ((km, m, (s0, 
s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), H) into the h' oracle’s local list LHB. 

Step 3: Choose an actual signer Us randomly, compute G = Yxs
-1

 mod p, and write 
(?||y1||…||yn, X, G) into the local list LHQ of hq. 

Step 4: Compute C1 using (s0, C0, m, ?, G, Y)-h query with input ((s0, C0, m, ?, G, Y), 
X). Then, compute Ci using (si, Ci, m, yi, G, Y)-h query with input ((si, Ci, m, yi, 
G, Y), X) for i= 1, 2, 3, …, n. If ((sn, Cn, m, yn, G, Y), X) is not used to query 
the oracle h, then write ((sn, Cn, m, yn, G, Y), C0) into LH; otherwise, repeat 
this step with a new C1. 

In the guess phase, Adversary A sends the challenger two randomly chosen 
messages m0 and m1, the ring public key list L = y1||y2||…||yn, and the designated 
verifier public key yv. The DDHP- algorithm then chooses some actual signer Us and 
generates the challenge c by performing the modified Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt 
algorithm, in which Steps 1 and 2 are replaced with Steps 1 and 2. 
Step 1: Choose one random integer xZq

* and compute X = gx mod p and y0  = 
(yv)

x mod p. Set X' = ga mod p. 
Step 2: Compute the (ke'||km') = hk(y0' = gd mod p||X' = ga mod p) 
Finally c = (T, L, X, X') is sent to Adversary A. If A guesses correctly, then DDHP- 
outputs gd  gab (mod p). If A gives the wrong answer or cannot respond in a 
polynomial computational time bound; DDHP- outputs gc mod p  gab mod p. 

The probability analysis solving the DDH problem shows two cases. 
Case 1: gd  gab (mod p). Because Adversary A gives the incorrect answer with 

probability ((1/2)-), the challenger DDHP- fails to solve the DDH 
yes-instance with probability (1/q) ((1/2)-). 

Case 2: gd mod p  gab mod p. The challenging signcryptext T' is correct only when 
the hash collision occurs with probability (1/2l). Adversary A’s correct guess 
causes an incorrect answer for the no-instance of the DDH problem with 
conditional probability (1/2+). When no hash collision occurs, the T' is 
incorrect. DDHP- determines that T' is incorrect when Adversary A cannot 
respond within the polynomial computation time bound. Then DDHP- gives 
the correct answer that gd mod p  gab mod p. In this case, DDHP- fails to 
solve the DDH no-instance problem with probability (1-(1/q))(1/2l) ((1/2)+ )). 

Finally, the failure probability of DDHP- solving the DDH problem is (1/q)(1/2- 
)+(1-(1/q))(1/2l)(1/2+))< (1/q)+(1/2l). The upper bound (1/q)+(1/2l) is negligible 
because q and 2l are very large. Thus, the DDH problem is solved in polynomial-time 
with non-negligible probability. 
 
Theorem 3 (Strong Designated Verifier) 

Only the designated verifier can decrypt and verify the SDV-WL ring 
signcryptexts using the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm based on the 
difficulty of the DDH problem in the random oracle model. 
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Proof of Theorem 3: 
Suppose that the polynomial-time probabilistic Adversary A can decrypt and 

verify the SDV-WL ring signcryptext without the designated verifier’s private key xv 
with non-negligible probability . Using this Adversary A, the study proposes the 
DDHP- algorithm for the DDH problem. Let the DDH problem instance be (ga mod 
p, gb mod p, gd mod p). In the Setup phase, DDHP- algorithm chooses a random 
integer xiZq and computes yi = gxi mod p for i= 1, 2, …, n before setting yv = gxv mod 
p = gb mod p. DDHP- also constructs a challenging SDV-WL ring signcryptext c by 
executing the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm with the new Steps 1 and 2 
instead of the original Steps 1 and 2. 

 
Step 1: Choose a random integer xZq

* and compute a temporary public key X = gx 
mod p, y0 = (X)xv mod p. Let X' = ga mod p and the temporary public key y0' = 
gd mod p. 

Step 2: Compute ke||km= hk(y'0 = gd mod p ||X' = ga mod p). 
 
On challenging the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c, if the output of A is the message m, 
DDHP- outputs “gd  gab (mod p)”. If Adversary A cannot output a message after the 
polynomial time bound or output is “invalid,” DDHP- outputs “gd mod p  gab mod 
p.” 

The analysis of the failure probability of Algorithm DDHP- is given as follows. 
When gd  gab (mod p), the parameter ke||km is valid because y0' is correct. In this case, 
DDHP- fails to solve the DDH yes-instance if the adversary outputs “invalid” with 
the failure probability (1/q)(1-). When gd mod p  gab mod p, only the occurrence of 
the hash collision may deduce the same correct y0', causing the DDHP- to output the 
incorrect result “gd  gab (mod p)”. In the second case, the failure probability of the 
no-instance of the DDH problem is ((q-1)/q)(1/2l). The total failure probability is 
(1/q)(1-)+((q-1)/q)(1/2l)< (1/2l), because  is non-negligible and q is large. Because 
2l should be large enough for security considerations, the failure probability of 
DDHP- is negligible. 

 
Theorem 4 (One-out-of-n Signer Anonymity) 

Only the designated verifier can determine whether the actual signer is a ring 
member based on the difficulty of the DDH problem in the random oracle model. 
Proof of Theorem 4: 

If a polynomial-time Adversary A can identify someone’s linkable tag (Y, X) 
through the designated verifier’s privacy key, then this adversary can be used to 
design the polynomial-time algorithm DDHP- to solve the DDH problem. Consider 
the DDH problem instance (ga mod p, gb mod p, gd mod p). DDHP- first sets ys = ga 
mod p and randomly constructs the private and public key pairs (xi, yi = gxi mod p) for 
the other ring members and the designated verifier in the Setup algorithm for 1= 1, 2, 
3, .., n, and v, and i s. The adversary obtains all public keys and the privacy key of 
the designated verifier xv. The following algorithm can then be used to construct the 
challenge c. 
Step 1: Choose two random integers x and x'Zq

* and compute a temporary public 
key X = gx mod p, y0 = (X)xv mod p = gx mod p, X' = gx' mod p, and y'0 = (X') 

xv mod p. 
Step 2: Compute a ke||km = hk(y'0||X' mod p). 
Step 3: Write the record ((y0||y1||y2||…||yn), G = gb mod p) into the local list of the hash 

oracle hq. In other words, on the query of (y0||y1||y2||…||yn), the hash oracle hq 
is forced to output the digest G = gb mod p = hq(y0||y1||y2||…||yn) according to 
its local list. Let Y= gd mod p. 

Step 4: Choose n random integer siZq
* for i = 1, 2, 3, …, n. 

Step 5: Choose Cs randomly and compute 
 Cs+1 = h(m||gssys

Cs mod p||GssYCs mod p), 
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Cs+2 = h(m||gss+1ys+1
Cs+1 mod p||Gss+1YCs+1 mod p), 

… , 
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p), 
C0 = h(m||gsnyn

Cn mod p||GsnYCn mod p), 
C1 = h(m||gs0y0

C0 mod p||Gs0YC0 mod p), 
… , 
Cs-2 = h(m||gss-3ys-3

Cs-3 mod p||Gss-3YCs-3 mod p), and 
Cs-1 = h(m||gss-2ys-2

Cs-2 mod p||Gss-2YCs-2 mod p). 
Write the record ((m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p), Cs) into the local list of 
the hash oracle h. On the query (m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p), the hash 
oracle h is forced to return Cs = h(m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p). 
Step 6: Write the record ((km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), H) into the local list of 

the hash oracle h'. On the query of (km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), the 
hash oracle h' outputs H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X') according to 
its local list. 

Step 7: Obtain the signcryptext T = Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H). 
Step 8: Output the c = (T, L, X, X'). 

 
After unsigncrypting the SDV-WL ring signcryptext c, Adversary A may tell 

DDHP- what the actual signer’s public key is. If the answer is ys, then DDHP- 
outputs gd  gab (mod p); otherwise, gd mod p  gab mod p. 

The probability analysis of DDHP- is described as follows. Suppose that the 
Adversary A cannot identify the actual signer with negligible probability . If A 
determines who the actual signer Us is, then the equation Cs+1= h(m||gssys

Cs mod p 
||GssYCs mod p) = h(m||gssgaCs mod p||gbssgabCs mod p) = h(m||gssgaCs mod p||gbssgdCs 
mod p) holds. The equation h(m||gssgaCs mod p||gbssgdCs mod p) = h(m||gssgaCs mod 
p||gbssgabCs mod p) implies that gd  gab (mod p), or gd mod p  gab mod p, but the 
collision of h occurs. 

Two cases lead to DDHP- failure. One case is gd  gab (mod p). If Adversary A 
does not determine the actual signer, then the probability of this case is (1/q). 
Another case is gc mod p  gab mod p, where the collision of h occurs, and Adversary 
A determines the actual signer. The probability of this case is (1-1/q)(1/q)(1-). 
Consequently, the failure probability of DDHP- is (1/q)+ (1-1/q)(1/q) 
(1-)<(1/q)+(1/q). Because q is a large prime and  is negligible, the upper bound 
(1/q)+(1/q) is negligible. The DDHP- algorithm successfully solves the DDH 
problem with a non-negligible probability. Therefore, the proposed SDV-WLRSC 
scheme exhibits the signer-ambiguity property based on the difficulty of the DDH 
problem in the random oracle model. 

 
One-out-of-all Signer Anonymity: 

With the exception of the actual signer and the designated verifier, no one can 
distinguish legal SDV-WL ring signcryptexts generated by the actual signer from 
signcryptexts forged by anyone. 

According to the strong designated verifier, anyone can forge SDV-WL ring 
signcryptexts using the Signcryption-Transcript-Simulation algorithm. To prove 
singer anonymity, a singer-anonymity distinguishable game between 
legal/designated-verifier forging or illegal SDV-WL ring signcryptexts is defined in 
the following section. In this game, the challenger flips a bit, challenge-b. If 
challenge-b is 1, the challenger generates the legal SDV-WL ring signcryptext using 
the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm; otherwise, the challenger forges an 
illegal signcryptext using the Signature Transcript Simulation algorithm. After 
receiving the challenge, Adversary A guesses the value of the challenge-b. The 
adversary wins the game if the correct probability is 1/2+, where  is a 
non-negligible advantage. 
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Theorem 5:  
No one can win the singer-anonymity indistinguishable game with a 

non-negligible advantage based on the difficulty of the DDH problem in the random 
oracle model. 
Proof of Theorem 5: 

Assume that Adversary A can distinguish the legal or illegal SDV-WL ring 
signcryptexts with a non-negligible advantage . Using Adversary A, this study 
proposes a DDHP- algorithm to solve the DDH problem with non-negligible 
probability in the random oracle model. Suppose that the DDH problem instance is (ga 
mod p, gb mod p, gd mod p). In the Setup algorithm, the DDHP- sets ys = ga mod p 
and randomly constructs the private and public key pair (xi, yi) for the other ring 
members and the designated verifier. To generate a challenge, after flipping 
challenge-b, if challenge-b = 1, DDHP- performs the following procedure. 
Step 1: Choose a random integer x and x'Zq

* and compute a temporary public key y0 

= (yv)
x mod p, X = gx mod p, y0' = (yv)

x' mod p, and X' = gx' mod p. 
Step 2: Obtain ke||km = hk (y0'||X') by querying the oracle hk. 
Step 3: Write the record ((y0||y1||y2||…||yn), G = gb mod p) into the local list of the hash 

oracle hq. On the query of (y0||y1||y2||…||yn), the hash oracle hq outputs G = gb 
mod p = hq(y0||y1||y2||…||yn) according to its local list. Let Y = gd mod p. 

Step 4: Choose a random integer rZq
* and n random integer siZq

* for i= 1, 2, …, n. 
Step 5: Choose Cs randomly and compute 

 Cs+1 = h(m||gssys
Cs mod p||GssYCs mod p), 

Cs+2 = h(m||gss+1ys+1
Cs+1 mod p||Gss+1YCs+1 mod p), 

… , 
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p), 
C0 = h(m||gsnyn

Cn mod p||GsnYCn mod p), 
C1 = h(m||gs0y0

C0 mod p||Gs0YC0 mod p), 
… , 
Cs-2 = h(m||gss-3ys-3

Cs-3 mod p||Gss-3YCs-3 mod p), and 
Cs-1 = h(m||gss-2ys-2

Cs-2 mod p||Gss-2YCs-2 mod p). 
Write the record ((m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p), Cs) into the local list of 
the hash oracle h. On the query (m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p), this 
oracle returns Cs = h(m||gss-1ys-1

Cs-1 mod p||Gss-1YCs-1 mod p). 
Step 6: Obtain H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X') by querying the hash oracle 

h'. 
Step 7: Obtain the legal signcryptext T= Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H). 
Step 8: Output c = (T, L, X, X'). 
 

If challenge-b = 0, DDHP- performs the following procedure 
Step 1: Choose a random integer x'Zp

* and compute a temporary public key y0 = 
(ga)2 mod p, and parameter X = (y0)

xi
-1

 mod p, y0' = (yv)
x' mod p, and X' = gx' 

mod p, where xi is someone’s private key and is. 
Step 2: Obtain ke||km= hk (y0'||X') by querying the oracle hk. 
Step 3: Write the record ((y0||y1||y2||…||yn), G= gb mod p) into the local list of the hash 

oracle hq.  On the query of (y0||y1||y2||…||yn), the hash oracle hq outputs G= gb 
mod p= hq(y0||y1||y2||…||yn) according to its local list.  Let Y= (gd)2 mod p. 

Step 4: Choose a random integer rZq
* and n random integer siZq

* for i = 1, 2, …, n. 
Step 5: Choose C0 randomly and compute 

 C1 = h(m||gs0y0
C0 mod p||Gs0YC0 mod p), 

C2 = h(m||gs1y1
C1 mod p||Gs1YC1 mod p), 

… , and  
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p).  
Write the record ((m||gsnyn

Cn mod p||GsnYCn mod p), C0) into the local list of the 
hash oracle h. On the query (m||gsnyn

Cn mod p||GsnYCn mod p), the hash oracle h 
returns C0 = h(m||gsnyn

Cn mod p||GsnYCn mod p). 
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Step 6: Obtain H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X') by querying the hash oracle 
h'. 

Step 7: Obtain the illegal signcryptext T= Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H). 
Step 8: Output c = (T, L, X, X'). 

  On the correct challenge c, if the guess of the adversary is correct, DDHP- 
outputs gd  gab (mod p); otherwise, it outputs gd mod p  gab mod p. When challenge 
c is incorrect for gd mod p  gab mod p, Adversary A cannot answer the wrong 
question. After the adversary exceeds the polynomial-time upper bound, DDHP- 
outputs gd mod p  gab mod p. 

The following discussion analyzes the failure probability of DDHP-. Only one 
case causes DDHP- to fail. The case is gd  gab (mod p), and Adversary A gives the 
wrong answer. In this case, the failure probability is (1/q)(1/2-)< (1/2q). Because q is 
large, the failure probability is negligible. The DDHP- algorithm then solves the 
DDH problem with non-negligible probability. 

 
Unforgeability 

Theorem 6 shows that no one can existentially forge any ring member’s 
SDV-WL ring signcryptext using chosen message attacks, so the proposed scheme 
satisfies the unforgeability property. 

 
Theorem 6:  

The SDV-WLRSC scheme is secure against existential forgery using chosen 
message attacks based on the difficulty of the DDH problem in the random oracle 
model if no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary wins the EF-CMA game with 
non-negligible probability.  
Proof of Theorem 6: 

Suppose that an adversary A wins the EF-CMA game with non-negligible 
probability (1- ), where  is negligible. Adversary A can then be used to design the 
DDHP- algorithm to solve the DDHP. Consider the DDH instance (ga mod p, gb 
mod p, gd mod p), where p and q are prime numbers and g is an element in Zp with 
order q. 

The EF-CMA game consists of three phases, including setup, collecting, and 
forging phases. In the setup phase, the DDHP- algorithm first generates the user Ui’s 
public key yi = (ga mod p)ki mod p by choosing a random integer kiZq* for i= 1, 2, 
3, …, n, and the receiver’s private and public key pair (xv, yv = gxv mod p) by 
randomly choosing xvZq*. The DDHP- algorithm sends Adversary A all public 
keys. 

The following paragraphs describe the three hash oracles, hq, h, hk oracles, and 
signcrypt oracles in the EF-CMA game. 

 
Hash Oracles: 
(y'0||X')-hk query: The hash oracle hk first checks its local list LHK. If this query 

never occurs, the oracle hk randomly chooses a digest ke||km with bit length l' 
and stores ((y'0||X'), ke||km) in its LHK; otherwise, it outputs the ke||km found in 
LHK. 

(yo||y1||…||yn)-hq query: The hash oracle hq first checks its local list LHQ. In the 
collecting phase, if this query never occurs, the oracle hq chooses a random 
integer b'Zq*, outputs G = gb' mod p, and stores ((y0||y1||…||yn), G = gb' mod p, 
b') in its LHQ; otherwise, it outputs the G found in LHQ. In the forging phase, if 
the query concerning (y0||y1||…||yn) never occurs, the oracle hq outputs G = gb 
mod p and stores ((y0||y1||…||yn), G, ?) in its LHQ; otherwise, the game aborts. 

(si, Ci, m, yi, G, Y)-h query: The hash oracle h first checks its local list LH. If no 
record exists, it outputs a random integer Ci+1Zq* and stores ((si, Ci, m, yi, G, 
Y), Ci+1) in LH; otherwise, it outputs the Ci+1 found in LH. 

((km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'), H)-h' query: The hash oracle h' first checks its 
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local list LHB. If no record is matched, it outputs a random integer HZq* and 
stores (km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X', H) into LHB; otherwise, it outputs 
the H found in LHB. 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt Oracle: 

The following steps describe how the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle 
generates SDV-WL ring signcryptext c for a message m given by Adversary A in the 
collecting phase. 
Step 1: Choose two random integers x and x', and compute X = gx mod p, X' = gx' mod 

p, and two temporary public keys y0 = (yv)
x mod p and y'0 = (yv)

x' mod p. 
Step 2: Obtain ke||km= hk (y0'||X') by querying the oracle hk. 
Step 3: Obtain G by querying the oracle hq for the input (y0||y1||…||yn). Then retrieve 

the record ((y0||y1||…||yn), G = gb' mod p, b') in LHQ. Choose an actual signer 
Us randomly and compute Y  ys

b'  gaksb'(mod p), where 1  s  n. 
Step 3: Select n+1 random integers siZq* for i = 0, 1, …, n. 
Step 4: Choose C0Zq* randomly and compute 

C1 = h(m||gs0y0
C0 mod p ||Gs0YC0 mod p), 

C2 = h(m||gs1y1
C1 mod p ||Gs1YC1 mod p), 

…, and  
Cn = h(m||gsn-1yn-1

Cn-1 mod p ||Gsn-1YCn-1 mod p). 
If (sn, Cn, m, yn, G, Y) is not used to query the oracle h, then write ((sn, Cn, m, yn, 
G, Y), C0) into LH; otherwise, repeat this step using another C0. 

Step 5: Obtain H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X') by querying the hash oracle 
h'. 

Step 6: Obtain the signcryptext T= Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H). 
Step 7: Output the SDV-WLRSC c = (T, L, X, X'). 

 
After collecting many SDV-WLRSCs, Adversary A outputs a forged c = (T, L, X, 

X') in the forging phase. In the forging phase, the hash oracle h returns G = gb mod p 
for Adversary A to forge c = (T, L, X, X'). After receiving c = (T, L, X, X'), Algorithm 
DDHP- performs Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt Algorithm on c to validate c 
and obtain the public key Y. If c is validated, Algorithm DDHP- computes ki

-1 mod q 
and checks whether Yki

-1
 yi

bki
-1
 gabkiki

-1
 gab gd (mod p) for i = 1, 2, …, n. If any 

Yki
-1
 gab gc (mod p) holds for some i, the DDHP- algorithm outputs “gab  gd (mod 

p)”; otherwise, it outputs “gd mod p  gab mod p.” 
The analysis of the successful probability, Pr[DDHP- successes], of the 

DDHP- algorithm is stated, where the notation Pr[E] denotes the probability of the 
event E. Pr[DDHP- successes] = (1-Pr[The EF-CMA aborts])  (Pr[A wins 
EF-CMA])  (1-(qhq/q))(1-), where qhq denotes the query times of the oracle hq. 
Because the prime q is much larger than the times qhq and (1-) is not negligible, the 
product (1-(qhq/q))(1-) is also non-negligible. In other words, DDHP- solves the 
DDH problem with a non-negligible probability. Therefore, the SDV-WLRSC scheme 
is existentially unforgeable against chosen message attacks based on the difficulty of 
the DDH problem in the random oracle model. 

 

Theorem 7 (Weak Linkability) 
The proposed SDV-WLRSC scheme satisfies the weak linkability property based 

on the difficulty of the CDH problem in the random oracle model. 
Proof of theorem 7: 

In the proposed SDV-WLRSC scheme, any ring member generates SDV-WL ring 
signcryptexts with different linkable tags (X, Y) by choosing the different random 
integer x. If no one can forge the SDV-WL ring signcryptext for a tag (X, Y) 
belonging to some unknown ring member, the SDV-WLRSC scheme satisfies the 
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weak linkability property. This fact is shown by the WL-EF-CMA game. 
Suppose that Adversary A wins the WL-EF-CMA game with non-negligible 

probability (1- ), where  is negligible. Adversary A can then be used to design the 
CDHP- algorithm to solve the CDH problem. Consider the CDH problem instance 
(ga mod p, gb mod p). 

The WL-EF-CMA game consists of three phases: setup, collecting, and forging. 
In the setup phase, the CDHP- algorithm first generates all users’ private and public 
key pairs (xi, yi=gxi mod p) for i = 1, 2, 3, …, n, but i  s, and the receiver’s private 
and public key pair (xv, yv=gxv mod p), where xiZq

* for 1  s  n but i  s and xvZq
*. 

The CDHP- algorithm sets ys = ga mod p and sends Adversary A all public keys. 
The WL-EF-CMA game includes three hash oracles, hq, h, and hk oracles, and 

the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle. Because the hash oracles are the same as 
the oracle in the EF-CMA game, only the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle is 
described in the following. 

 
Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt Oracle: 

The following steps describe the Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt oracle used to 
generate SDV-WLRSC on a message m' given by Adversary A in the collecting phase. 
Step 1: Choose two random integers x and x', and compute X = gx mod p, X' = gx' mod 

p, and two temporary public keys y0 = (yv)
x mod p and y'0 = (yv)

x' mod p. 
Step 2: Obtain ke||km = hk (y0'||X'). 
Step 3: Obtain G by querying the oracle hq for the input (y0'||y1||…||yn). Then, find the 

record ((y0'||y1||…||yn), G = gb' mod p, b') in LHQ and compute Y' = ys
b' mod p. 

Step 3: Select n+1 random integers si'Zq* for i = 0, 1, …, n. 
Step 4: Choose C0'Zq* randomly and compute 

C1' = h(m'||gs0'y0'
C0' mod p ||G's0'Y'C0' mod p), 

C2 '= h(m'||gs1'y1
C1' mod p ||G's1'Y'C1' mod p), 

…, and  
Cn' = h(m'||gsn-1'yn-1

Cn-1' mod p ||G'sn-1'Y'Cn-1' mod p). 
If (sn', Cn', m', yn, G', Y') is not used to query the oracle h, write ((sn', Cn', m', yn, 
G', Y'), C0') into LH; otherwise, repeat this step by choosing another C0'. 

Step 5: Obtain H = h'(km, m, (s0, s1,…,sn), C0, L, Y, X, X'). 
Step 6: Obtain the signcryptext T= Eke(m, (s0, s1,…, sn), C0, Y, H). 
Step 7: Send Adversary A the SDV-WLRSC c = (T, L, X, X'). 

 
After collecting many SDV-WL ring signcryptexts, Adversary A outputs a forged 

c = (T, L, X, X') in the forging phase. In the forging phase, the hash oracle h returns G 
= gb mod p for Adversary A to forge c, so Y  ys

b  Ga  gab (mod p). Finally, the 
CDHP- algorithm outputs Y as the result of the CDH problem instance (ga mod p, gb 
mod p). 

The above also analyzes the CDHP- algorithm’s successful probability, 
Pr[CDHP- successes]. Pr[CDHP- successes] = (1-Pr[The WL-EF-CMA aborts])  
(Pr[A wins WL-EF-CMA])  (1-(qhq/q))(1-), where qhq denotes the query times of 
the oracle hq. Because the prime q is much larger than polynomial-bounded times qhq 
and (1-) is not negligible, the product (1-(qhq/q))(1-) is also non-negligible. In other 
words, the CDHP- algorithm solves the CDH problem with a non-negligible 
probability. Therefore, the SDV-WLRSC scheme satisfies weak linkability based on 
the hardness of the CDH problem in the random oracle model. 

These security proofs show that the proposed scheme achieves indistinguishable 
confidentiality against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks based on the difficulty of the 
DDH problem. Based on the DDH assumption, the proposed scheme satisfies the 
strong-designated verifier property and provides provable one-out-of-n signer 
anonymity for the designated verifier, where n is the number of ring members. Based 
on the DDH assumption, this scheme provides provable one-out-of-all signer 
anonymity for any others and is existentially unforgeable against chosen message 
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attacks. The proposed scheme achieves weak linkability based on the CDH 
assumption. Weak linkability is better than strong linkability because strong 
linkability may be used to trace the actual signer even if the actual signer is unknown. 

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section analyzes the performance of the proposed scheme after giving 
notation definitions. Notation Te denotes the computational cost of one modular p 
exponentiation. Notation Th denotes the computational cost of the hash function. 
Notation Tadd denotes the computational cost of one addition operation. Notation Tsym 
denotes the computation cost of the symmetric encryption and decryption operations. 

The following discussion gives the computational cost analysis for this scheme. 
The Weak-Linkable-Ring-Signcrypt algorithm generates the SDV-WL ring 
signcryptexts. In the algorithm, the computational cost of Step 1 is at most 4Te. In 
Step 2, the cost of computing parameter ke||km is 1Th. In Step 3, the cost of computing 
G and Y is 1Th+1Te. In Step 5, the computational cost is (n+1)Th+(2.32n+2)Te, where 
one consecutive modular exponential operation a1

e1a2
e2 mod p is approximately 1.16Te 

[24]. Finally, the computational cost in Step 6 is 1Th+1Tsym. The signature generation 
cost of SDV-WLRSCs is (n+4)Th+(2.32n+7)Te+1Tsym. 

The Weak-Linkable-Ring-Unsigncrypt algorithm verifies SDV-WLRSs. Step 1 
requires 1Th+1Te. In Step 2, the computational cost is 1Th+1Te. In Step 3, the 
computational cost is 1Tasym. The computational cost of Step 4 is 1Th+1Tadd. Finally, 
Step 5 requires (n+1)Th+ (2.32n+2.32)Te+1Tadd. Thus, the signature verification cost 
is (n+4)Th+ (2.32n+4.32)Te+2Tadd+1Tsym. The transcripts were generated by the 
Signcryption Transcript Simulation algorithm in which Step 1 requires at most 4Te, 
and Step 2 requires 1Th to compute ke||km. The computational cost of Step 3 is 
1Th+1Te, and the computational cost of Step 4 is (n+1)Th+(2.32n+2)Te. Finally, Step 6 
requires 1Th+1Tsym. Thus, the transcript generation cost is 
(n+4)Th+(2.32n+7)Te+1Tasym. The linkability verification cost is the computational 
cost of the Linkable-Ver algorithm, 2Tadd. Table 1 illustrates the computational costs 
for these schemes. 

Table 1. Computational Cost for the Proposed Schemes 

 
Our Scheme 

Signature Generation (n+4)Th+(2.32n+7)Te+1Tsym 
Signature Verification (n+4)Th+ (2.32n+4.32)Te+2Tadd+Tsym 
Transcript Generation (n+4)Th+(2.32n+8)Te+Tsym 
Linkability Verification 2Tadd 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

  To protect signer anonymity, the proposed SDV-WLRSC scheme provides 
weak linkability and one-out-of-all signer anonymity for any one person. This scheme 
provides one-out-of-all signer anonymity because no one can distinguish legal or 
illegal SDV-WL ring signcryptext except the designated verifier. This scheme also 
provides weak linkability because any signer is allowed to generate SDV-WL ring 

Scheme
s Costs 
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signcryptexts with distinct linkable tags. With the help of the distinct linkable tags 
belonging to the same signer, no one can guess who the signer is by collecting and 
analyzing ASDV-WL ring signcryptexts with the same linkable tags. Thus, the 
anonymity flaw caused by strong link ring signatures is removed. Since messages may 
contain some sensitive (identity) data, message confidentiality is important to protect 
one-out-of-all signer anonymity. The proposed scheme achieves indistinguishable 
confidentiality against adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks based on the difficulty of 
the DDH problem in the random oracle model. 
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